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	The area of pattern recognition and computer vision, after over 35 years of
	continued development, has now reached its maturity. The theories, techniques
	and algorithms are mostly well developed. There are a number of applications
	which are still being explored. New approaches motivated by applications and new
	computer architectures available are still being studied. Also the recently renewed
	and intensive efforts on neural networks have had great and positive impact on
	pattern recognition and computer vision development. Pattern recognition and
	computer vision will definitely play a very major role in advanced automation as
	we enter the 21st century.


	Amid all of these activities now going on, this new Handbook of Pattern
	Recognition and Computer Vision is much needed to cover what has been
	well developed in theory, techniques and algorithms and the major applications of
	pattern recognition and computer vision as well as the new hardwarelarchitecture
	aspects of computer vision and the related development in pattern recognition. The
	previous Handbook of Pattern Recognition and Image Processing, edited by T. Y.
	Young and the late K. S. Fu (Academic Press, 1986) was well received. The progress
	in pattern recognition and computer vision has been particularly significant in the
	recent past. We believe this new handbook that reflects more recent developments
	especially in computer vision will serve well the increasingly larger community of
	readers in the area. As students and friends of Prof. Fu, we remember well his
	vigorous efforts to broaden the frontiers of pattern recognition and computer vision
	in both theories and applications, to build it as an interdisciplinary area, and to
	lay down the foundation of intelligent and automated systems based on pattern
	recognition and computer vision. The book, in keeping up with his vision for the
	area, provides an extensive coverage of major research progress since the publication
	of Young and Fu’s book.
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Computer Forensics: Hard Disk and Operating Systems (Ec-Council Press Series : Computer Forensics)Course Technology PTR, 2009


	Hacking and electronic crimes sophistication has grown at an exponential rate in recent years. In fact, recent

	reports have indicated that cyber crime already surpasses the illegal drug trade! Unethical hackers, better known

	as black hats, are preying on information systems of government, corporate, public, and private networks and...
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Visible Thought: The New Psychology of Body LanguageRoutledge, 2004
Geoffrey  Beattie breathes new life into a thousand tired old clichés about body  language. This is a fascinating book on two levels. The first is a  serious scientific one arguing for new ideas about nonverbal  communication. The second level is perhaps a shade less Nature and a  dash more Heat or Hello. As Big Brother psychologist,...
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Wiring Systems and Fault Finding, Fourth Edition: For Installation ElectriciansNewnes, 2008
The non-electrician's guide to wiring systems - an essential reference for plumbers, heating engineers, television and intruder alarm installers     

       This book deals with an area of practice which many students and non-electricians find particularly challenging. It explains how to interpret circuit diagrams, wiring systems and the...
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Perioperative and Critical Care Medicine: Educational Issues 2005Springer, 2006

	Teaching is an ancient activity; it requires a predisposition and ability to transmit

	one’s own knowledge to others. It is also an innate quality that tends to

	strengthen over time, due to the interaction between teacher and pupil that

	develops and intensifies during their association, and to the ready availability of...
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ASP .NET Kick StartSams Publishing, 2002
This is an introductory book on creating ASP.NET Web applications using Microsoft Visual Studio .NET. The focus of this book is the Visual Studio .NET development environment. You will learn how to take full advantage of the features of the Visual Studio .NET development environment to quickly develop professional Web...
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Intelligent Interactive Systems in Knowledge-Based Environments (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2008
The main aim of this research book is to report a sample of the most recent advances in the field of intelligent interactive systems in knowledge-based environment. The contents of this book include: Introduction to intelligent interactive systems - Affective bi-modal intelligent tutoring system - Estimation of development costs in intelligent...
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